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Greetings from Crimson Racing!
We are excited to announce that we have placed 17 th Place overall at Formula SAE Michigan. As a team we have been able to
make it from 93rd 3 years ago to where we are now. This is an incredible accomplishment for our team and we could not have
done it without the help and support of our sponsors. This is not the end, however, as we have already begun design for next
year’s competition and hope to come back even stronger.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Competition
Static Events
This is the second year in a row the team has gotten through technical inspection without a hitch. Along with this
accomplishment, we are happy to announce we placed 11 th overall in the Design event. We were only 2 points off from making
Design Finals. The Business team also did extremely well placing 13 th over in the Presentation event.

Dynamic Events
As with the Static Events, Crimson Racing entered new territory in the dynamic events by placing 9 th in Acceleration with a time
of 4.247 seconds. We also placed 25th in Endurance and 14th in Efficiency. This is the second year in a row we were able to
finish endurance, a task which can take out even the best of teams.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Outreach
Visitation
If anyone wants to come see the car, please don't hesitate to send us an email and schedule a time to come by the shop.

Alumni Network
We are excited to announce an alumni network, where any alumni of our program can get a closer experience to Crimson
Racing. Please contact us if you have contact information on any alumni, or have them contact us via email or social media.
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